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MULTIPLE MESON PRODUCTION 
IN EMULSIONS EXPOSED TO THE BEVATRON BEAM 

William R. Johnson 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

May 3, 1955 

ABSTRACT 

Stacks of 600 -micron Ilford G. 5 stripped emulsions have been ex

posed to the internal beam of the Bevatron at three energies: 3.2, 4.8, 

and 5. 7 Bev. Shower -particle production has been investigated at these 

energies. (A shower particle is defined as one whose grain density is 

less than 1.4 times minimum.) At each energy 114 events which had 

beam protons for primaries were found by area scanning. The average 

shower particle multiplicities per event were found to be 0.94 ± 0.09, 

1.30 ± 0.11, and 1.62 ± 0.11. These results are compared with similar 

observations by cosmic -ray workers. The various theories of meson 

production are reviewed and Fermi's calculations for Cosmotron ener

gies have been extended to the energies of this experiment. Production 

differences in heavy and light nuclei are discussed and compared. 
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PREFACE 

Multiple meson production has been the subject of several papers 

in recent years and, in the higher energy ranges, cosmic-ray observa

tions have until recently been the only way to compare theory with ex

periment. The new high-energy particle .accelerators, the Cosmotron 

and Bevatron, accelerate nuclear particles to energies comparable to 

those found in cosmic rays, and can be used for experimental investi

gations of meson productiono 

One method of investigating the interactions of energetic particles-

nuclear emulsion technique--has been greatly expanded recentlywith 

the development of electron-sensitive emulsions: Detailed observations 

can be made on such events as nuclear encounters, decays, and scatter

ings. Emulsions are a versatile tool of physical research and have 

been used by workers in many fields. In particular, cosmic-ray in

vestigators have made detailed observations of the number of shower 

particles resulting from the disintegrations of atoms in the emulsions .• 

It is the aim of this paper to describe observations made in e

mulsions exposed to the proton beam of the Bevatron and to discuss 

the theoretical aspects of the interactions that are believed to occur in 

nucleon-nucleon collisions. Exposure and development techniques are 

discussed and results are compared with cosmic-ray work in the same 

field. 

The writer wishes to thank Dr. Warren Chupp for his suggestions 

concerning the problem and informative discussions during the work 

and the preparation of this paper. He also wishes to thank Drs. Gerson 

and Sulamith Goldhaber for the use of emulsions from their stacks and 
i 

for informative discussions of the problem and this paper, Dr. Edward 

Milne for his.review of this paper, Dr. Joseph V. Lepore for a dis

cussion of his nuclear model, Mr. Joseph Lannutti for his unpublished 

data on prong distributions and instruction in development techniques, 

and Mrso Marjorie Hirsch for help with this manuscript.· 

This work was carried out under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic 
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Energy Commission at the Radiation Lab9ratory of the University of 

California while the author was assigned there from the U.S. Naval 

Postgraduate School. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

L Nuclear Forces. 

The structure of the atomic nucleus and the nature of its bind

ing forces are the foremost problems of the nuclear physicisL In 

early stages of the studies of riuclear forces it was hoped that the de

velopment of nuclear physics would parallel that of atomic physics. 

Investigations of the smallest atomic unit, the stable hydrogen atom, 

disclosed the nature of atomic structure and forces. A complete 

theory substantiated by experimental facts was then evolved, In the 

study of the smallest unit in which nuclear forces play a part, the deu

teron, it has not been possible to accumulate sufficient data to formu

late a consistent general theory because there is essentially only one 

bound state, not the several states found in the structure of the hydro

gen atom. The study of larger nuclei introduces the complexities of 

the many-body problem and therefore a complete analysis in the gen

eral case is not possible. 

In quantum electrodynamics each particle interacts only with 

the electromagnetic field. The interaction between two particles is 

through the field and can be explained in terms of an exchange of dis

crete energy quanta between the interacting particles. The quanta 

are the zero-rest-mass photons of the electromagnetic field. Yukawa 

suggested that forces between nucleons might be due to a similar 

field, now identified as the meson field. A characteristic difference 

between nuclear forces and electromagnetic forces is that nuclear 
. -13 

forces act only at very short d1stances (of the order of 10 em), 

whereas the electromagnetic forces have no characteristic length. 

The range R of nuclear forces is the maximum distance at 

which two nucleons can interact as a result of one particles emitting 

a virtual meson which is then absorbed by the other. If this virtual 

meson travels with the velocity of light, it exists for a time 

L.\t = R/ c. 
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During the existence of the meson the energy of the system is increased 

by 
2 

,6E = m c 
1T 

-. 

This, however, is a violation of the energy conservation law and by the 

uncertainty principle the violation can exist for. only a tirne consistent 

with the uncertainty. of measurement 

-l'l = .6E· ,6t = m cR; 
1T 

Therefore the mass of the meson field quantum is 

rn = -h/Rc = 300 electron mass units. 
1T 

. ' 

This quantum ~s analogous to the photon of the electrymagnetLc field. 

When. the wave -particle. dualism ()f nature is considered, quanta 

can be regarded as waves that can be emitted fr_om the nucleus. The 
, . , . . ' I: 

waves are concentrated within the nuclear volume and their constructive 

interference represents particle emission. ~hese quanta, pions, are 

thought to be the building blocks of nuclear ,matter, and are the source 

of difficulties that arise when attempts are made to formulate a nuclear 

theory along the same lines as the electromagnetic theory. Wave 

lengths of pions are much shorter than those of mo~t photons, so that 

higher energies are required for the perturbing particles .... Wh.en higher 

energies are used, the creation of mesons. introduces a ~an,y-body 

problem and complicates field-theory predictions. 

2. . High-Energy Nuclebn-Nucleon Encounters . 
... 

The domains involved<,in the investigations of nuclear forces are 

so small that answers must be derived indirectly from observations of 

events that occur when a nucleus is perturbed by a high-energy parti

cle. Cloud :chambers and the various types of fast electronic ·Counters 

had been the principal instruments for the study of nuclear forces prior 

to. the development of sensitive nuclear emulsions. High-energy particle 

accelerators and cosmic rays have been used as sources of primary 

nucleons to strike target nuclei in emulsions. The incident nucleon, 

in the Bev range, makes one or several collisions with the individual 

nucleons of the nucleus within 10-
23 

second. This time is approxi-
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mately that required for a particle traveling with the speed of light to 

traverse the nucleus. Compared with the period of motion of nucleons 

the collision time is short, because of the short 'neBroglie wave length 

of the incident particle. The short wave length localizes the particle 

to a small region in space and makes encounters with individual nu-

cleo~s possible. In effect, there is a series of collisions or a cascade 

process within the nuclear volume which'may be radiative or elastic. 

In radiative collisions various types of quanta (mes~ns) may be radi

ated" In both types of collisions recoil nucleons are produced, which 

may either escape immediately or interact further with other nucleons 

(and may subsequently escape after having undergone one or more en

counters). 

Studies of collision processes can be approached in different 

.ways. Each approach will add to the store of physical knowledge and 

the final results may contain explanations for the many unanswered 

questions. One phase of the problem is the process of meson pro

duction and its variation with incoming particle energy" Theories have 

been developed to the extent that direct comparison with experiment 

can be made. Cosmic-ray workers have investigated production in 

nucleon-nucleon collisions and, with the advent of the high-energy pro

ton-synchrotrons at Brookhaven and Berkeley, phys.icists have begun 

similar investigations using pure proton beams. 

This paper is concerned with multiple meson production by pro

tons in the Bev range and includes the following aspects of the problem: 

the theoretical proposals that have been advanced to explain the process

es involved, the use of the Bevatron ~nd nuclear emulsions to produce 

and detect mesons, the results of a detailed study. of meson production, 

and a comparison of these results with theoretical predictions and ob

servations made on production from cosmic rays. This study repre

sents an addition to previous work because pure proton beams at 

known Bev energies were used whereas previous investigations were 

·carried out with primaries that were an admixture of protons and pions. 
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CHAPTER II 

THEORIES OF MESON PRODUCTION AND STAR FORMATION 

l. GeneraL 

Theories relating to meson production in high-energy nuCleon-nu

cleon collisions may be dividedinto two general classes'·, plu~ai and 
. ' . 

multiple. Fundamentally these two theories differ in principle. In the 

plural theory of Heitler and Janossy 
. I 

@, lJ} the radiation-damping 

effect is assumed to be so strong that only a single meson can be pro

duced per collision in the majority of cases. This assumption is postu-
. . 

lated on the basis of the strong meson coupling of the Yukawa theory. 

The coupling is so postulated that a sirgle meson can be' emitted if the 
' ' 

ene:.·gy is supplied and is of the proper order of magnitude to account 

for the nuclear f9rces. The multiple theories of Heisenberg /lzJ, 
Lewis et al. fl9J, Fermi [5J, and Lepore. /rBJ assume that sever

al mesons can be created in a single collision s.o inelastic that the pri

mary does not have sufficient energy to create more mesons. In a 

larg~ nucleus when there is enough energy available both theories pre

dict a rneson shower and differences can not be noted. On the other 

hand, when a nucleus of low atomic mass number is struck, very dif

ferent results are predicted. 

2. Plural Theory. 

In the pure form of the plural theory Heitler and Janossy assumed 

(a) in each nucleon-nucleon collision only one meson is produced, (b) 

the mean free path for a collision is of the order of the internucleon 

distance, and (c) the nucleus is completely transparent to the created 

mesons and recoil nucleons. The total plurality is then given by the 

number of encounters that the primary nucleon makes in passing 

through the nucleus. 

In each collision the primary loses a fraction u of its. kinetic 

energy; of this, the 'recoil nucleon take's a fraction a and the .created 

meson is left with the remainder u - a. There is a definite cutoff 

energy below which meson production ceases. After n meson-pro-

4. 
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ducing collisions, the primary ha.s an energy of ( l..;.u) 11E and n .re
o 

coil nucleons have been produced with energies of (l-ei )n-1E . As 
. 0 

long as the primary energy is gl'!eater than. the cutoff energy more 

mesons will be created. From these considerations Heitler estimates 

the total number of charged and neutral mesons created to be 

log (yp-1) -log (yc -1) + 1 
- log ( l-u) 

where yp is the primary energy in rest mass units, 

( 1) 

v is cutoff •c 
energy in .the same units .. When only those mesons with .kinetic energy 

greater than 80 Mev are considered, Yc equals 3.1. Heitler assumed 

a = 0.2 5 and a. = 0.12 5. If there is symmetrical charge distribution 

in mesons, two-thiXds ·of the created mesons· must be charged. 

Heitler 1 s theory appears to give reasonable results except at 

, high primary energies', where the recoil nucleons and created mesons 

have energies above the meson-production threshold. These particles 

could themselves act as primaries in generating more mesons. In 

the modified plural theory the same authors included the possibilities 

of production by .second and higher generations. 

3. Multiple Theories. 

The multiple theories start with the assumption of possible pro

duction of more than one meson per collision, and take into account 

the opacity of the nucleus to the created mesons. The various theo

reticians use different approaches, however, in analyzing the colli

sions. 

Lewis et al, use the problem of electromagnetic radiation as an 

analogy and make assumptions that (a) collision time is short com

pared to periods of emitted radiation, (b) effects of the emitted radi

ation, particularly its recoil, may be neglected, and (c) components 

of the radiation field .for which these conside~atioris are satisfied are 

the only ones that need be considered. When these conditions are 
0 

fulfilled, the radiated spectrum is the difference between the quasi-

static field of the radiator before collision and the field after colli-

5 



sion. The conditions apply to the most intense fields closest to the nu

cleons, therefore the collision problem can be considered only for pri

mary energies greater than 100 Bev. In effect, the emission mecha-

nism is very similar to that in the case of ordinary bremsstrahlung, 

where the radiated electromagnetic field can be though of as tbe differ-

ence between the quasi-static field of the incident electron and tl~at of 

the scattered electron. 

Heisenberg describes a high-energy collis.ion by assuming th3.t 

the pion fluid surroundfng the nucleus is set into motion by the impact 

energy. In order to estimate energy distribution he uses qualitative 

ideas of turbulence; these ideas represent an approach to thermal 

equilibrium in a fluid. Spreading of the energy of motion into many 

states of larger and larger wave number is postulated. The total num

ber of mesons produced will then vary with primary energy and inelas..:: 

ticity of the collision. The inelasticity K is defined as the ratio of the 

energy radiated as mesons in the center-of-mass system to the rnaxi

mum amount of energy available in this system. 

The value of K does not come directly from the theory. At high 

primary energies the mean value of K must be near unity, according 

to considerations of equipartition of momentum between nucleons and 

pions. In the lower energy regions K varies with energy and its value 

must be determined experimentally. 

Fermi goes ·one step further than Heisenberg and assumes that 

statistical
1 

equilibrium has been reached before mesons are emitted 

because the interactions taking part in meson production are so strong. 

According to Fer~i; when two nucleons collide with high center -of

mass energies, the energy is localized in a small volume surrounding 

the nucleons. This spherical volume for interaction has a r:adius equal 

to the meson Compton wave length, 11/m c, and is flattened in the di-
1T 

rection of motion by the Lorentz contraction. Since statistical equilibri-

' 

um is reached in this volume, the number of states available to the e- .;: 

1. See Milburn /iii for a review article on statistical meson pro
duction theories. 
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mitted particles in phase space can be calculated f:t'om the principles of 

statistical mechanics and thereby one can determine the relative multi

plicity and momentum distributions. 

Fermi has calculated statistical weights for each state dependent 

upon charg,e distributions, but neglected interference effects and angular 

momentum states. Nucleons are treated as ·monrelativistic and pions as 

very relativistic, and momentum is not conserved amorig pions. His 

results give the relative probability for the prodp.ction of n mesons as 

a function of energy, 

fn<w> = ~!~ <w-z>v~ X~ on;;g. <Z> 

where .w is the total energy of the colliding nucleons in. the center-of

mass system in units of nucleon rest energy. 

Fermi ~upplemented his original paper with, a paper on pion pro

duction at Cosmotron energies /PJ, in which he considered the effects 

of charge conservation for the nucleons and pions, a consideration neg

lected in the earlier theory. He made computations for low-multiplicity 

production--three pions or less. The number ofpossiple types of tran

sitions was restricted by requiring that isotopic spin be conserved. For 

ariy statistical consideration of a high-energy C()l.lision, all final states 

are formed with a probability proportional ~o the weightof that state, pro

viding it can be reached from the ground state without .violating the laws 

of conservation of energy, momentum, angular mome,ntum, charge, and 

isotopic spin. Fermi us calculations for Cosmotron energies can be ex

tended to Bevatron energies to give multiplicities expected in the experi

ment, so a rather complete discussion follows.· 

The initial state before a collision of two nucleons may have either 

isotopic spin T = 1 or T = 0; cpnsequently, only those final states with 

isotopic spin one or zero need be considered. Each state has a number 

of charge possibilities. After Fermi, let p be the number of possi-
n 

bilities for T = 1 and q be the number of possibilities for T = 0. 
n 

In a collision of two protons the initial isotopic spin state is 

7 



T = 1; therefore the most abundant final state will be the same. Its 

probability will he proportional to fn (from Eq. (2)) and Pn· In a colli

sion between a proton and neutron the initial- states are T = 1 and 

T = 0,. so the final states will also be T = 1 and T = 0. For T = 0 the 
.1 • •• ' 

probability would be as above, substituting qn for Pn· The resultant 

final probability is an average of the two. Expressions have the follow-

ing form: 

p =pf /-z pf 
· n ·n j/ · . n n' 

( 3) 

The charges of the pions, as well as their multiplicity, must be 

known before the above figures can be compared with experiment, be

cause only charged mesons can be observed directly. The number of 

neutrals must be subtracted from the theoretical values before com-

parison can be made. The numbers p and q may be subdivided in-
n n 

to states corresponding to possible charges and their weights can be de-· 

termined. These values are tabulated by Fermi for p-p and p-n colli

'sions and are used in calculations of the multiplicities given :in Table IV, 

Chapter VII. 

Lepore has used a statistical model and followed Fermi in assum

ing the establishment of a state approximating equilibrium before meson 

emission. Probability of disintegration into the various possible modes 

is proportional to a relative extension of accessible phase space. His 

interaction volume does not have the Lorentz contraction of the Fermi 

model, hut he obtains what might be considered a uniform shrinkage of 

the configurational volume with increasing energy by energy-dependent 

cutoffs. 

4. Star Formation. 

In the theoretical aspects of a collision considered in the earlier 

sections only the mechanisms responsible for meson formation have 

been discussed. This is the- initial step in star formation and takes 
. • '-23 

place 1n 10 second. The complete nuclear disintegration involves 

emission of a few particles which may inClude the primary nucleon, 

knock-on nucleons and created mesons, and a number of slow particles 

with an average energy of 10 Mev. If the energy distributions were 

8 
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plotted, there would not be a break between the two groups, but the 

first group would appear as a high-energy tail on the second" 

The slow particles arise as a result of :the; nu~lear excitation by 

the fast particles of the first group, and their emission is analogous to 

evaporation. The evaporation theory as fil-st postulated by Bohr was ex-.· 

tended by Harding et al. [j[J to low-energy particles from stars. They 

found, using the Fermi gas model of the nucleus and rh~king allowance 

for cooling and barrier penetration, that the theory made reasonable 

predictions of the observed energy spectrum. Using a nuclear model 

with mass near 100, LeCouteur /JJJ extended Harding's work by taking 

into account the thermal expansion and the neutron excess of the residual 

nucleus 0 He obtained energy distributions of evaporated particles and 

calculated probabilities for emission of protons, neutrons, deuterons, 
3 

tritons, He , and alpha particles as a function of excitation energy. The 

assumption that the nucleus always remains in an approximate state of 

thermal equ1librium requires that excitation energies be less than 600 

Mev, thereby restricting the validity of the calculations to a maximum 

star size of about fourteen prongso Since the light nuclei were excluded 

in the basic model, LeCouteur 1 s theory is strictly applicable only to 

stars having between six and fourteen prongso 

Fujimoto and Yail_laguchi /§, §! have considered the same problem, 

taking into account the changes in binding energy of nuclear particles 

during evaporationo They envisage a step-by-step process in which 

thermal equilibrium is reached between each particle emissiono 

The general mechanism as postulated by all workers is that the 

excitation energy results from the kinetic energy of nucleons that have 

undergone collisions but do not have enough energy to escape itnmedi

atel yo The kinetic energy distributes itself statistically, raising the 

nuclear 11 temperature 11 as a whole and causing evaporationo It is esti-

tdthtth t . "h" . tl 10- 16 
ma e a e evapora 1on processes occur w1t 1n approx1ma e y 

second after the collisiono 
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CHAPTER III 

THE BEVATRON AS A SOURCE OF HIGH-ENERGY PROTONS 

1. Acceleration of Protons. 

In order to investigate disintegrations resulting from high-energy 

nucleon-nucleon interactions, balloons have peen flown with emulsions 

and cloud" chambers into the upper atmosphere where there is a flux of 

very energetic pions and nucleons. High-energy accelerators have been 

developed to provide intense controlled particle beams at energies com

parable to median values found in cosmic rays. In this experiment the 

Berkeley Bevatron has been used as a source of energetic protons. A 

short discussion of its characteristics is appropriate. 

The Bevatron is a proton synchrotron which utilizes the principle 

of "phase stability" as evolved by Veksler and McMillan. (Bohm and 

Foldy discuss this principle in detail in their article on ''Theory of the 

Synchrotron" /Jf/ . ) The angular velocity of a particle with a charge 

e and relativistic mass m in a magnetic field H is give by 

w = eH/mc = ecH/E (4) 

The phase.-stable particle will stay in or near its stable orbit even 

though small disturbing forces are applied to it. This implies that the 

acceleration can be accomplished by slowiy varying the magnetic and 

eleCtric fields. 

Equation (4) can be rewritten in the following form: 

cp/eH = r =constant for a synchrotron. (5) 

Equation ( 5) then represents the relationship between momentum and 

magnetic field necessary in order to keep a particle in its orbit. Differ

entiation of Eq. ( 5) gives the relation between the incremental values: 

.6p/p = .0>H/H. (6) 

The particle orbit is stable and will follow any slow, or adiabatic, vari

ation of the magnetic field with time in which ~H/H << 1/ w. In order to 

provide focusing forces as well as satisfy conditions for phase stability, 

the magnetic field must be designed with the proper spatial variation. 

This variation is expressed by the logarithmic field index n. 

10 . 



-n. 
or n = - ~ / H, dH/ dr] ; 0 < n < 1 n At 5 , (7) 

The particle will not remain exactly in the orbit described by 

Eq, (5), but will execute slow variations about iL · The variations are 

a function of n and w, and their amplitude varies inversely with the 

square root of the magnetic field /fS, 1Q , 

The theoretical aspects of charged-particle motion discussed in 

the previous paragraphs establish the basic requirements for a proton 

synchrotron: a means of supplying energy to a particle in small steps 

and a means of guiding it over the path to .be followed while gaining 

energy, The first is done by keeping the accelerating system in an 

orbital path which the particle uses many times, The second is obtained 

by having a circular magnet wherein the field decreases with increasing 

radius. The particle can have its energy increased by changing the 

frequency and field as indicated by Eq. (4). With the machine radius 

selected as a design constant, Eq. (5) shows that maximum momentum 

(or energy) is a function of the field obtainable. The field maximum is 

limited by such design considerations as magnet size, aperture, and 

cost. 

In the Bevatron the particle trajectory is through four annular 

quadrants which comprise the magnet. T.he quadrants are connected by 

four straight sections which serve to give a field-free space for location 

of the accelerating electrode, proton injector, vacuum pumps, targets, 

etc. 

Figure· l is a schematic representation of the Bevatr-on, showing 

dimensions and relative locations of the major components. Table I 

gives Bevatron Statistics. 
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Table I 

Bevatron Statistics 

Radius of eq~ilibrium orbit 

Length of straight sections 

Size of beam ·a.perture 

Injection energy 

Maximum final energy 

Initial accelerating frequency 

Final accelerating frequency 

Initial field 

Peak field 

, Magnet cycle 

Field index 

Accelerating time (rising magnetic field) 

Repetition rate 

Energy gain/turn 

No. of protons injected 

No. of protons reaching maximum energy (a) 

Beam cross secti-on after injection 

Final beam cross section 

~erating pressure 

Peak magnet power 

50 ft. 

20 ft. 

1 :fti' by 4 ft. 

9.8 Mev 

6. 3 Bev 

-356 kc 

-2,500 kc 

-300 gauss 

- 15,870 gauss 

6 sec 

0.53<n<0.73 

1.75 sec 

6 pulses/min 

1. 5 kev 

- 1013 

-1o 10 

1 ft. by 4 ft. 

-1.5 in. by 4 in .. 
-5 10 mm Hg 

100,000 kva 

a - The beam intensity is reduced for emulsion exposures in the 
internal beam. 

Protons must be injected at the proper energy and radial position 

commensurate with t,he initial field and accelerating frequency in order 

to stay within the annular magnet sections. After injection H and w 

are increased until the particle reaches desired energy. The desired 

energy can be chosen by the selection of an acceleration (rf) field turn

off time. After rf turnoff H continues to increase, causing the equili-

. brium orbit to shrink. The next sequence of events depends on the de-. 

sired use of the beam. 
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2, Using the Internal Proton Beam, 

Internal exposures in the vacuum system were made in this experi

ment by direct bombardment of emulsion targets or allowing the beam 

to penetrate a lip target extending one or two centimeters from the edge ~ 

of the emulsion stack, The lip serves to damp out radial oscillations 

and increase the spacing between successive passages of the beam, The 

inter.nal beam is also used for external exposures by putting a ta·rget 

into the beam and observing secondary particles created. Thin windows 

are located so the target can be viewed from various detector stations 

where analyzing magnets and collimated beams can be used for charge, 

mass, and momentum selection, 

The inner radial surface of one straight section is fitted with air 

locks to facilitate internal exposures and bombardments, A small air 

lock with a 6 -by-13 -inch aperture has a probe mounted in it without an 

internal support. Loads up to ten pounds are plunged into the beam 

orbit on this probe, A larger air lock with an 18-by-20 -inch aperture 

is used for loads up to 150 pounds. With this lock and its associated 

probe mechanism, targets can be mounted on a trolley car which travels 

into the vacuum system on support rails. Figure 2a is a photograph 

of a small type air lock and part of its probe assembly, Figure 2b is 

a photograph from the inside of a straight section showing a probe with 

a trolley and support rails, Figure 3' is a photograph of a test emulsion 

stack mounted on a probe, The piece of lucite taped on the end is the 

lip referred to above, 
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ZN-1224 

Fig. 2a. Air lo c k and probe on in ner radial wall of west straight 
section of B evat ron . 
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Z N -1 ? 2~ 

Fig. Zb . Int e rnal v iew of west straight s ection show ing a flip- up 
target mounted on a prob e with an int ernal suppo rt . 
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Fig. 3. S t ack of 2 -inch by 4 - in c h 600-mi cron emulsion p e llicles 
mounted on a B evatron probe used for inte rnal b eam exposures . 
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CHAPTER IV 

NUCLEAR EMULSIONS - EXPOSURE AND PROCESSING 

l. Nuclear Emulsions. 

The recent development of nuclear emulsions that are sensitive to 

all charged particles has provided researchers with an excellent quan

titative as well as qualtitati~e research tooL Nuclear emulsions are 

similar to ordinary photographic emulsions but differ in that they are 

thicker and have very high silver concentrations and rigid specifications 
' 

as to purity, uniformity, and smallness of grains. Ionizing particles 

which penetrate the emulsions leave behind developable silver bromide 

crystals. The particle path appears as a row of black grains after de

velopmenL The energy loss (by ionization of a particle) to the electrons 

of the emulsion crystals causes a dislocation in the crystal structure' 

making it. a development center. The average energy lo~s per centi

meter of path is 

4 2 
4Tre z NZB (8) 

mv 

where m is the electronic mass, v is the velocity and ze the charge 

of the incident particle, N is the number of atoms per cm
3 

and Z 

the nuclear charge of material being traversed, and B is a function 

only of velocity in a given medium. Comparison of the characteristics 

of a track from an unknown particle with those of a known particle 

make track identification possible. The details of emulsion types and 

compositions, track evaluation, emulsion processing, and auxiliary 

techniques are covered in review articles by Beis'er n.J and Stiller 

et aL /ii/ . 
One of the most versatile emulsions for high-energy particle in

vestigations is the Ilford G~5 type, which is sensitive to all charged 

particles regardless of their energy. These emulsions are supplied 

mounted on glass plates in thicknesses from 25 to 1200 microns of 

any size desired. The thicker emulsions are also supplied as stripped 

pellicles which can be packed together as a solid blo~k. After exposure 

they may be separated, mounted on glass plates, and processed. A 
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stack of pellicles provides a large sensitive volume in which tracks 

can be followed from one layer to the next, a necessary requirement 

if detailed analyses of high-energy nuclear events are to be made. 

In preparing for this experiment stacks of 28-by-4-inch 600-

micron Ilford G. 5 emulsions were used. Two holes were punched into 

the individual pellicles ~ear the ends. The pellicles were than numbered 

and assembled between two pieces of 0.25-inch bakelite. The bakelite 

ends were bolted together by means of dose -fitting bolts to insure that 

there was a known alignment of the pellicles and that they were closely 
. . . 

packed. The stack was then wrapped in: black paper and tape to make 

it lightight during subsequent handling and exposure to the beam. The 

method used in this experiment for alignment of stripped emulsions is 

given in a report by Goldhaber et al. fir{] . · 

2. Internal Bee3;m Exposure. 

The assembled stack was mounted on a probe head in one of the 

smaller type air locks shown in Fig. 2a. They were oriented so that 

the beam particles entered one edge parallel to the plane of the emulsion. 

The stack was exposed to an integrated proton beam of about 10 
7 

parti

cles. This resulted in a track density of about 10 5 per cm
2 

in the re

gion one inch fro:r.q. the edge ~hat intercepted the greatest portion of the 

beam. The proton track density has the characteristi.cs of an exponen

tial decay across the plate. If the density is too low, there is only a 

slight probability of finding interer ~ing events; if it is too high, there 

are so many tracks that accurate analysis or following of tracks is im

possible. 

During any exposure it is desirable to determine if the particle 

flux was of the desired value, to obtain an estimate of background radi

ation, and to determine effectiveness of shielding if part of stack is to 

be shielded. To satisfy these requirements test plates (50 or 100 mi"- · 

crons thick) are exposed under conditions of geometry similar to the 

as sembled stack before the regular exposure and (or) exposed with the 

emulsion stack. Test plates (50 microns) can be developed within an 

hour and a dec~sion made as to whether additional exposure time is re

quired. The small packages taped on the emulsion stack in Fig. 3 show 
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how test plates were used during a typical exposure of this experiment. 

3. Processl.ng Emulsions.· 

After exposure and before processing, the pellicles were marked 

by a grid system in order to facilitate the following of ~racks through • 

the stack. This was done by cont~ct-printing a numbered grid system 

of one-millimeter squares upon the bottom of each pellicle. The grid 

system was oriented wi.th the aid of the aHg~m~nt holes that had been 
' ' 

punched into the pellicles previousl.y. The grid lines and numbers, re

produced by development, were visible when the bottom of the emulsion 

was brought into thefocal plane of a microscope. 

After the pellicles were marked, they were mounted on glass 

plates for processing. The "development procedure varies with emul

sion thickness. The exact details of chemical solutions, times, tem

peratures and steps in the development'vary somewhat with the quanti

tative information that one expects to obtain from the emulsions. Some 

of the requirements influen.cing the choice of a procedure to be followed 

are: 

(a) A favorable ratio of track grain density to background grains, 

so that even the thin tracks of' singly charged particles at rela

tivistic velocities can be followed with ease. 

(b) A low level of track distortion, .so that reliable multiple 

Coulomb scattering measurements may be made. 

(c) Uniform development from surface to glass to permit grain 

density measurements that need not be corrected for track depth 

in the emulsion. 

In this exper'iment we were concerned with the analysis of parti

cles of relativistic velocities (g . ~ g < 1.4 g · . ) . 'A minimum amount 
· rn1n r.n1n 

of distortion and uniform development were therefore essentiaL We 

found that a slight modification of the Bristol development technique 

gave the most suitable results .. ·The steps, times, and temperatures 

for this type of development are given in ·Table II. 
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·_. 

Table_ II 

Steps in Bristol Development Method 

Stage of Development Time Temperature 

Presoak 2.5 hours 50 c 
Cold developer 2.5 hours 50 c 
Dry hot stage 2.25 hours 18'0 c 
Cool for 1 hour 18° to 5°C 

Stop bath 2.5 hours 50 c 
H 2 0 wash 1 hour 50 c 

Fix 54 hours 80 c 
Dilution 3 days 80 c 
HO 2 2 days 50 c 

Plasticize 2 hours 50 c 
Alcohol dry 60 hours 50 c 
Air dry -24 hours 
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CHAPTER V 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

1. Experimental Nomenclature and Criteriao 

In the study" of nuclear interactions terms have been defined in 

different ways by emulsion workers. In the discussion of this experi- -"· 

ment the definitions of Camerini et al, fj] are used. These definitions 

c·omprise the Bristol notation, which is in general use 0 Nuclear dis

integrations are classified by the number and type of secondary tracks 

and the type, if known, of the primary parti<;:leo Secondary tracks are 

divided into three classes according to their specific ionization or 

grain density g. The grain density is compared with the grain density, 

gmin' ~fa singly chaJ;"ged particle at minimum ionization. Track 

classifications are' as follows: 

(a) Thin Tracks, g · -.< g < L4 g . (Represented by n ) 
~n- nnn · s 

(b) Grey tracks, L4 g . < g < 6 0 8 g . . '(Represented by N ) 
m1n . m1n g 

(c) Black tracks, g > 6.8 g . (Represented by Nb) m1n 

The thin tracks as defined in (a) are caused by "shower" parti

cles, which are comprised o! protons with kinetic energies greater 

than 500 Mev, pions with kinetic energies greater_ than 80 Mev, or 

heavy mesons of intermediate energieso (The number of heavy mesons 

is very smalL) The-grey tracks are produced by protons with energies 

between 25 and 500 Mev. These protons are for the most part due 

to recoils produced in the early stages of the disintegrations, a process 

previously discuss'ed 'in Chapter 'II. Some grey tracks result from 

pions of kinetic energy less than 80 Mev, deuterons, and tritons. Pions 

form less than 5o/o of the grey tracks [3J 0 Black tracks are pri

marily caused by the low-energy evaporation particles, protons, deu

terons, tritons, and alpha particleso They are emitted in the final 

stages of the disintegration. 

The sum of the grey and black tracks is designated by Nh' the 

number of heavy tracks. A star is then characterized by Nh +·ns' 
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followed by a suffix to denote the nature of the particle producing the 

disintegration (i.e. , 1T for a pion, p for a proton, n for a neutron 

or an unidentified neutral, and a. for alpha particle). For example, 

a 7 + 2p star means that there are seven heavy and two shower tracks 

originating from a star caused by an incoming proton. 

As previously states for stars classified by the Bristol notation, 

n included both pions with kinetic energies greater than 80 Mev and s 
protons with kinetic energies greater than 500 Mev. The number of 

emitted pions with energies below 80 Mev is small and is equal, in 

the first approximation, to the number of emitted protons with energ).es 

greater than 500 Mevo The value of n as observed can therefore be 
s 

assumed to be an indication of the number of charged mesons emitted. 

This assumption has been made by co13mic -ray workers §] and is 

also made in this experimenL Observations of Fowler et al. [J] at 

the Cosmotron indicate that few charged mesons are produced with 

energies below 80 Mev, thus lending further validity to the assumption. 

2. Experimental Procedure. 

In order to study the results of interactions at known primary 

energies, stacks of 2 -by-4-inch 600 -micron Ilford G. 5 stripped 

emulsion pellicles were exposed to the internal beam of the Bevatron 

at three energies--3.2, 4.8, and 5.7 Mev. Exposures were made on 

a plunging probe and the modified Bristol development was used. 

Minimum ionization was determined by grain-counting beam proton 

tracks, and was found to be 26 grains per 100 microns. 

A plate at each energy was selected for this study. The plates 

were "area-scanned" under 6 x 53 power on a Leitz microscope 

with an oil-immersion objective lens. Overlapping fields of view 

were examined to insure complete coverage. Since there is no selec

tive choosing of any particular star size, systematic area scanning 

gives a representative sample of all stars produced that have two 

or more prongs. (The efficiency for detection of the one -pronged 

events is very low unless the plates are scanned along and in the 

direction of the beam tracks.) Whenever a star was found, it was , 

examined to determine if it was caused by a beam proton. If it was, 
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the star ·was then analyzed under· 12 x 100 power· and classified accord

ing to the numbers of heavy and shower tracks. ·Each track with a 

specific ionization at or slightly above minimum was tentatively identi

fied as one belonging to a shower part:i:cle.· Those tracks above mini

mum were grain-counted to a statistical accuracy of less than lOo/o and 

compared with L4' g . ·. The identity of the track.:: -as one caused by m1n ..,, 
a heavy particle or a shower particle- -was thereby established. Each 

plate was scanned until 114 primary-beam stars were found. 

As a secondary e;xperimental objective, 'all prongs except the 

thin tracks were followed to their ends or until they left the plate. Thin 

tracks were followed for two to three millimeters, The secondary 

objective was a search for possible interesting events such as double 

stars (a double star is one in which the incident nucleon has been 

emitted from another star), hyperon' decays, and heavy-meson decays. 
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CHAPTER VI 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

l. Yield Cur'ves for ns and Nh. 

The average values of the numbers of shower and heavy particles, 

ns and Nh' are plotted on Fig. 4. Each point represents observations 

on 114 stars, and the indicated error is the standard deviation based 

on the number of tracks recorded. For comparison, results of 

Camerini et al. DJ are plotted in dashed lines. Experimental curves 

show expected increases with pr.imary particle energy. The general 

shapes are in fair agreement with the results found in cosmic -ray 

stars, but the values are somewhat lower. For example, at 5. 7 Mev 

experimental values of ns and 1'fb. are 1.6 and 11. 5; the curves 

from cosmic-ray stars give values of 2.55 and 13.0. 

For that portion of the energy spectrum investigated both yli.:elds 

appear to increase exponentially with the incident nucleon energy. 

Only a narrow (narrow when compared to the spectrum available in 

cosmic rays) portion of the primary particle energy spectrum has been 

used, however, and the statistics are not good enough to make any 

positive statement in this regard. 

The lower n yield in this experiment might be expected be-
s 

cause the cosmic -ray primaries were an admixture of pions and pro-

tons. In the center-of-mass system·of a nucleon and pion with the 

nuCleon stationary and the pion incident, there is more energy avail

able for meson production than there is in a similar system with an 

incident proton. This is evident from the expression for the ratio of 

the amount of energy available for interaction (in the center -of -mass 

system) with an incoming pion to that available with an incoming pro

ton. If the pion and proton have the same energies, the ratio reduces 

to 

W inc 
1T 

'"W....--· .-- = 
p1nc 

( 1 + 2 " ) 
1
/

2 
- 1 

p . 

(2 + 2" ) l(Z - 2 
p 
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7 

Fig. 4 Comparativ~ plots of the average number of heavy prongs 
and the average number of shower particles versus kinetic 
energy of primary particles. 
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where 

l'p 

E 
- p 
- M c2 

p 

( 9} 

For a primary energy of 6 Mev the ratio is 1.65. From the ex

perimental c:urve for incident protons n is found to be 1. 8 at 6 Mev. 
s 

If cosmic rays were assumed to contain SO% pions, ns would equal 

(1.8/2}(1 + 1.65) or 2.4. At 6 Bev, curves of shower-particle pro

duction in stars produced by cosmic rays at 11,000 feet show n to 
s 

be 2.5. 

A second possible contribution to the difference between the two 

observations may be in the measurement of the primary particle energy. 

In this experiment the energy of the Bevatron beam is well known, but 

cosmic -ray primary energies have been determined by multiple -scat

tering measurements and are subject to error" From a discussion of 

this point with cosmic -ray workers [j.f} I was advised that they feel 

that their energy measurements are accurate within five percent in 

the energy region below 10 Bev. From this it can be concluded that 

differences must be caused by the pions among the cosmic-ray pri

maries" The exact pion contribution cannot be readily determined. 

2. Shower :..particle Multiplicity. 

The first conclusion stated in the previous section is further sub

stantiated by the plots in Figs. 5 and 6. These plots represent the_ ob

served multiplicities rather than the average values discussed previ

ously. Figure 5 contains comparative normalized plots of the shower

particle multiplicity as observed for cosmic -ray primaries [3] in 

the energy range of 1 "9 to 4" 3 Bev and the multiplicity as observed 

experimentally at 3.2 Bev" Figure 6 shows the same observations 

at cosmic -ray energies between 4. 3 and 9.4 Bev and at energies of 

4.8 and 5. 7 Bevin this experiment. These plots are not exact com

parisons since the observations in this experiment were made at 

specific known energies and the cosmic -ray observations covered a 

relatively wide band. The experimental energies, however represent 

fair medians of the cosmic-ray energy bands. The proportion of stars 
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Fig. 5. Comparative normalized distributions of number of 
events versus shower-particle nultiplicity. 
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with n s equal to zero is greater by a significant amount in each case 

with "p" primaries (this experiment) than with 11 1T and p" primaries 

(cosmic -ray observations). This then, is additional evidence that in 

the mechanism of individual collisions within the atomic nuclei a meson 

is more effective than a nucleon of the same energy in producing addi

tional mesons. 

T~e two figures indicate another feature of meson production--

the wide spread in multiplicity at any given primary energy. This 

would be expected from the statistical nature of meson production, and 

indic~tes very definitely that shower-particle multiplicity in an.individu

al event is an unreliable indication of primary particle energy in the 

portion of the incident energy spectrum investigated. With extremely 

high-energy cosmic -ray primaries upwards of 30 mesons are produced. 

In these collisions the number of mesons is used to estimate the pri

mary energy. 

3. Distribution of Star Sizes. 

Figures 7b.- 7d are normalized histograms of the number of 

events with N prongs versus the number of prongs at the primary 

energies of this experiment. Figure 7a is a similar plot of data at 

1 Bev found by Lock et al. !JQJ at Birmingham. (The Birmingham 

data have been included as additional information on how the ·general 

shape of the prong distribution changes with primary energy.) An 

interval of four prongs has been used on the abscissa in order to re

duce the statistical fluctuations that would result from the small number 

of stars used for this analysis. 

The histograms show peaks in the 4- to S-prong intervaL This 

range represents the maximum number of prongs from the complete 

breakup of the light nuclei of the emulsion; i, e. , carbon nitrogen, 

and oxygen. The numerical value at the maximum decreases with in

creasing energy. The change in distribution results from the presence 

of more stars with greater numbers of prongs. These larger stars 

are due to the more complete breakup of the heavier nuclei, silver 

and bromine. The increase in the number of mesons produced 
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contributes negligibly to the larger stars because of'the small change 

in multiplicity. The peak is broadened on the side towards the greater 

number of prongs and there is a slig_:P.t indication that a second peak is 

developing in the 17- to 20 -prong interval at 5. 7 B:ev. ··This peak 

might become apparent if the investigation were extended to higher 

primary energies. With good statistics and higher :pri.inar yenergies, 

it is a reasonable assumption that one will be able to see definite 

peaks representing the breakup of the atoms of different mass number. 

The increase in star size with primary energy can be seen in Table 

'lllo 

Table III 

Average Number of Prongs. per Star 

Primary Energy in Bev 

l. 0 (a) 

3.2 

4.8 

5.7 

Average Number of Prongs 

5.7 

9.6 ·. 

1:1.3 

13.1 

a The data of Locket al. [).§} include one-prong stars, 
but they have been excluded in this computation of 
averages because no one-prong stars were recorded 
in this experiment. Lock's one -prong stars were 
found for the most part by scanning along the track 
(Chap. V, Sect .. 2). . . 

4. Comparison of Disintegrations of Light and Heavy Nuclei. 

A comparison of the average multipliCity of ·ns with Nh is 

also of interest in order to observe any effect that nuclear size might 

have on shower -particle production. Stars with Nh greater than 

eight must generally result from the disintegration of the silver and 

bromine nuclei, while smaller stars can be due to both the light and 

heavy nuclei within the emulsion. The exact proportional contributions 

from the heavy a~d light ~lements to stars with Nh ~ 9 cannot be easily 
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determined because of the statistical processes involved and the vari· 

ation in the thermal excitation energy available after the collision. The 

energy available varies with the number of mesons produced and the 

number of particles that escape before evaporation starts. 

Figure 8 is a plot of average multiplicity as a function of the 

primary energy for two classes of stars, 4 ~ Nh < 9 and Nh ? 9. 

Cosmic -ray observations in this energy range are -included for com

parison .. There is no significant difference between the two classes of 

stars; the curve for the stars with 4...::;: Nh < 9 shows a slightly great

er multiplicity, but the standard deviations of all points on both curves 

overlap about 50%~ Cosmic -ray workers [1] had overlapping points 

below 10 Bev without a definite trend in either set of points, but they 

noted that n was greater for the heavy nuclei at 14 Bev- 4. 3 for s 
heavy nuclei and 2.4 for light. 

Figure 9 is a plot similar to Fig. 8, but only those events in 

which the shower -particle multiplicity was equal to or greater than 

unity are included. There is no significant difference between the 

two plots, and the same comments apply. Figure 8 undoubtedly in

cluded events in which only uncharged pion (s) were produced. These 

events would be excluded for the most part in Fig. 9, and one would 

expect differences in the two curves on1y if there were a significant 

difference in the numbers: of charged and neutral mesons produced. 

It may be possible that secondary generation would be more 

evident in heavy nuclei, because of th~ greater number of mean free 

paths to be traversed before escape, and would thereby cause the 

shower -particle multiplicity to be increased in these stars. On the 

other hand, reabsorption of mesons in the parent heavy nucleus will 

tend to reduce the number of emitted mesons and increase the number 

of recoiling nucleons. It is reasonable to assume that this reabsorp

tion is the more important process in the ene~gy range of this experi

ment, and the secondary generation process gains in importance at 

energies greater than 10 Bev. Reabsorption may explain stars that 

have a large value for Nh but a small n when compared with their s . 
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• 

respective average values. 

5. General Observationso 

It is interesting to note some qualitative general observations 

made during this study. These observations concern angular distri

butions and secondary experimental objectives. 

The shower particles were strongly concentrated in the beam 

directiono Occasionally a track from a star in which there was multiple 

production would extend in the backwani direction. The latter tracks 

were not collimated parallel to the beam direction to the same degree 

as, were the formero 

The.re was, in general, an isotropic distribution of the black 

tracks, but in several stars with more than fifteen tracks there were 

three or more black tracks that almost overlapped. It appeared that 

one section of the nucleus had gained momentum in a certain direction 

and that this fragment broke into more elementary particles as it left 

the nucleus. This phenomenon was· exhibited at two or three points 

in the largest stars, and might be ~onsidered to be due to some kind 

of local heating. "Fujimoto and Yamaguchi {§, cj} , in their discussions 

of nuclear evaporation, consider local heating to be extremely rare, 

but their predictions did not include the potentially high energies avail

able within a nucleus penetrated by 6 Bev protons. Similar phenomena 

have been reported in cosmic-ray stars [)!] 0 

In the search for interesting events by following prongs, eleven 

double stars were found, and seven low-energy pions were seen end-

ing and forming u -starso No positive-pion, heavy-meson, or hyperon 

decays were noted that could be positively identified. With regard to 

the pions, these results support the statements of Brown et al. [).] , 

who found that 95o/o of the slow mesons produced in stars are negatively 

charged. This result can be attributed to the effect of nuclear charge, 

which will cause positive particles to be emitted with greater kinetic 

energy than negative ones. Therefore they will escape from the emul

sion except in rare cases 0 
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CHAPTER VII 

THEORETICAL COMPARISONS 

1. Fermi Model. 

Fermi used his statistical model to calculate meson production! 

at Cosmotron energies. His calculations have beEm extended to com

ipute the expected meson production at the beam energies of this ex

periment. The complete calculations have been carried out for pro

ton-neutron.(p-n) and proton.:.proton (p-p) collisions at each energy. 

Details of the calculations are· similar to those described in Fermi's 

papers 5, f} , discussed in Chapter II. An assumption is made in 

.tabulating expected probabilities that there is a like number of p-n 

and p -P collisions. The final results of the calculations, together 

with experimental observations, have been summarized in Table IV. 

The Fermi statistical model shows fair agreement for average 

production, but the rate of-increase with energy is lower. This could 

be accounted for in part by th.e restriction, ns ~ 3, in the calculations. 

The observations at 5. 7 Bev include five stars with n > 3. Exclusion 
s 

of these events would reduce the observed multiplicity to 1 A6 ± 0.12, 

which compares favorably with the computed 1.44. There is less 

agreement in the actual percentages of stars with the various values 

of n , but general shapes of the distributions are comparable. s 

2. Lepore Model. 

Lepore made some changes to the Fermi model in postulating 

h:i.s model [1~ . He has made calculations to determine the expected 

production at 2.5, 3.9, and 4.71 Bev Ccenter-of-mass system). In the 

laboratory system of two colliding nucleons, one of which is at rest, 

6.3 Bevis equivalent to 3.9 Bev in the center-of-mass system. 
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Table IV 

Observed and Calculated Shower -Particle 
Multiplicity Percentages --Fermi Model 

_) 

Experimental 
Energy in Bev ri 

s 
Extension of Fermi's 

Calculations a Observations 

3.2 0 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Av. n 
s 

5.7 0 
1 
2 
3 

··- 4_ -n Av. 

5.7 0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5_ 

Av. n 
s 

- -

20 
47 
29 

4 

1.17 

16 
41.5 
35 

7.5 

1.34 

14 
38 
38 
10 

1.44 

42 
28 
25 

4 
_j -- - ---
0.94±0.09 

25 
38 
20 
17 
_0·._ 

1.3 ± 0.11 

17 
31 
30 
18 

3 
_1_ - --

1.62 ± 0.11 

a In the computation of the percentages for each value of 
n the tabulated number represents the shower tracks 

s 
that would actually be observed, not the number of pions 
created. The numbers in column 3 for n = 2 include · 

s 
the following production schemes: pp + -, nn ++, pp +- 0, 
nn ++ 0, and pn + - 0. (The +, - and 0 refer to the 
charge of the created mesons.) 
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Table V is a summary of the expected pion production at this energy 

from .Lepore's paper. 

Table V 
.Pion Production at 6. 3 .Bev- -Lepore Mode 1 

Pions 
Produced 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Average 

Lepore's Calculations for 
6.3 Bev 

12 

38 

40 

10 

L48 

Observed n 
s 

Percentage at 5. 7 Bev 

17' 

31 

30 

18 

3 

1 

1.62 ±0.11 

Lepore's computations were for indistinguishable particles; 

therefore the figures in column 2 of Table V include positive, negative, 

and neutral pions 0 When equal distributions of the three types of pions 

are assumed, tracks from only two-thirds of the particles could be 

observed in emulsions 0 The observable average would be 1.0, which 

is to be compared with l. 9 from the experimental curve at 60 3 Bev. 

3o Other Theories. 

The other theories of meson production discussed in Chapter II 

do not yield easily to calculation in the energy range of this experiment. 

Average multiplicities from the: theories of·Heitler and Heisenberg 

have b~en' plotted by Camerini et aL /J] 0 'Table VI contains the 

value:~ obtairied,from these curves. 
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Table VI 

Average Shower -Particle Multiplicities; 
Heitler and Heisenberg Theories 

Primary Average shower -particle multiplicity, n~ 

Kinetic Energy H eitler Theory Heisenberg. Theory a. Observed 
in Bev K= LO K= 0. 7 K= 0.3 

3.2 2.0 I 2.1 L7 0.9 

4.8 2.9 2.6 1.9 1.1 

5.7 3. 1 3.0 2.1 1.2 

a K is the degree of inelasticity of the collis~on. A 
completely elastic collision is denoted by K = 0. 

0.94 

1.3 

1.62 

The plural theory of Heitler gives values that are high compared 

with the observations. The data derived from Heisenberg's theory 

appear to be in fair agreement with the experimental results if the K

value is near OA. It is also interesting to note that the Heisenberg 

theory postulates multiple production, as does the Fermi theory. There 

is not sufficient information in the theories to determine and compare 

the predicted percentage distributions of the particles, as could be done 

with the Fermi and Lepore theories. 

4. General Comment. 

The experimental results and the discussion of the various theo

retical approaches to the problem of meson production indicate that 

there are many questions to be answered in this field. More pion

nucleon and nucleon-nucleon experiments conducted in the 1- to-10-

Bev energy range would ,shed much light on the problem. This experi

ment appears to give some evidence of the correctness of one phase of 

the Fermi theory, butmore definite conclusions must await experi

mental data with better statistics and a more complete and detailed 

analysis of all the product~ of nuclear disintegrations. The analysis 

needs to include the identification and the energy spectrum of all 

products, the directions of emission, the charge distributions, and 

the identification of target nuclei. Only the joint efforts of many experi

menters for an extended time may furnish the answers. 
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